
HSG-X Sysem



New high power control system

Full touch screen

Frequently used button could be seen from console with convenient operation. 

Main electrical board is coompletely sealed and hot air isolation is separated.  

Large area aluminum colling fin with stable dissipation. 



Intelligent remote-control

Both language and related function icon could be seen from 

remote-control panel.

All moving funciton shall be press Fn to prevent from wrong 

operation except jog. 



HSG-X System

Adopting EtherCAT Bus protocol and German ISG 
underlying algorithm(One of the best algorithm from 
Germany in the laser cutting industry), the HSG-X system is 
secondly developed by our engineer independently.



Safer moving

Intelligent detection of the following object model under the cutting head

If the first point is out of sheet plate , the head falling and hitting rate is 2%. 0.01% falling 
and hitting rate for second and third point. In another word, we only make sure there is 
one point is within cutting area. 



More efficient production

3 different way to read the file including QR code 
scanning, data searching, flash memory/u disk as 
seen from left side. The previous 2 is much shorter. 

Prevent from wrong file reading.

Together with CypNest remote notification, there will 
be better performance. 



Search one by one same as left side is not guaranteed 
while QR code scanning will make sure there is nothing 
wrong  which is fast, accure and convenient.More efficient production



More material saving

Compared to traditional measuring by hand and drawing from CAD/CAM software, 30% efficiency will be 
improved.  

Creat ramnant with CypNest, it could do nesting for lefting sheet.

With visual tailing, we could take photos for processing the tailings without hand measuring. 



It could realize bulk processing with semi-automation assistance.

With the help of CypNest, we could automatically do production plan, management,shift production efficiency. 

Applicable for multi-varieties and small batch processing.

Compatible with DXF file import and process directly. 

Easier operation 



Faster diagnosis
Integrated diagnosis
Convenient problem checking 
More intelligent



More intelligent application 
Full detailed data base with one key import



HS-G3015B/G3015E

Graphite burning-resistant
20mm thick graphite is used for 

falling hopper, waste collection and 

machine frame to prevent from 

damage.



Small area multi-partition ventilation, rotary butterfly valve type 

partition wind door, chase diameter exhaust pipe, good 

ventilation effect, smoke exhausting effect is excellent.

Opening and closing of ultra-low noise due to windshield 

design.

Separated exhuasting

Full enclosure design



Dual-motor shuttle pallet

2 table move independently without interference but accure positioning and 

easy to clean residue. 

Interlocked protection for each table. There is only 1 table in working area 

for safety. 

Hexagon rail in each side for stable running.



THANK YOU


